
The Academic Self-Study:
Rice from the inside out

Whenever an institution sets about the task of evaluating
(or investigating) itself without external supervision,

there is always a chance that the findings will be more whitewash
than fact. University self-study projects are famous for this.

They are a little like annual reports: regardless of how cloudy the
skies are, the report is full of sunshine.

The Report of the Academic Affairs Committee
of the Rice University Self Study, 1973-74,
released last spring, is not full of sunshine. But
the report is encouraging because it is not a
typical university self-evaluation. Things are not
peachy creamy here, and this 306-page report
does not pretend they are.

Conflict of interest and credibility problems
do of course occur from time to time in the
study. When you ask the faculty members about
the quality of teaching, don't expect them to tell
you it's bad; it's good and getting better—and
so on, similarly, with most departments and
divisions, when asked to evaluate their
own performance.

But generally, this report suggests that there
has been a genuine effort undertaken to arrive
at honest conclusions as to the strengths and
weaknesses of Rice University. The report looks
candidly at students, staff and faculty, at funding
and administration, at programs and priorities,
at where Rice has been and where it may be
going. If the report is not full of sunshine, it is
certainly a source of light that can be of great
value to the University as it heads into tomorrow.

It is not possible for Sallyport to reprint the
entire Academic Self Study. Instead, the
following is a synopsis which highlights certain
selected findings in the hope that our readers
will make an effort to get a copy of the study
using the coupon at this article's conclusion.

f
Governance
rom Self Study results, Rice appears to
pay too little attention to its direction

and take little advantage of planning resources
within itself. These conditions are potentially
dangerous.

The full faculty and student records which are
"practically indispensable for long-range plan-
ning" are either unavailable, widely dispersed
or preserved in obscure and inaccessible form.
The advisory councils of the University are used
by only a few departments. Yet the Board of
Governors has found the councils useful in
decision-making that affects the University
at large.
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A certain nonchalance about the future of

pe University has been exhibited since
Cconomic constraints necessitated departures
'torn the Ten Year Plan adopted in 1964; noI

' Ilternative plan or formal revision replaced it.

Part of Rice's communications problem may
be the result of a widespread feeling of dis-
junction within the University. In many cases,
the left hand feels that the right hand
deliberately hides what it is doing. Faculty
and students indicated that they felt the
Administration and Board of Governors were
uncommunicative. Department chairmen
reported that the Administration was
occasionally unresponsive in explaining policy
decisions (e.g. changes made-in salary and
promotion policies).

Other selected findings concerning Governance:

• The University Council is effective in
decisions concerning tenure and promotion,
approval of curricular and degree
requirements. However, it has failed to
discharge two other responsibilities:
determining goals and plans and advising in
administrative appointments.

• Standing Committees are designed as the
most active faculty influence on University
policymaking. More than half the Committees
do not have a written charge; the roles of
particular committees is not widely understood.

• The various departments at Rice have quite
different ways of choosing department heads.
Nevertheless, most departments believe their
methods to be standard.

• Size, importance and complexity of the
Fondren Library and the Institute for Computer
Services and Application (ICSA) "would seem"
to require extensive planning based on the
needs and interests of their users. Neither
organization has a standing committee with
substantial power.

• Changes that affect admissions quotas
are sometimes predictable in advance.
Adjustments of the quotas, however, are
usually not made far enough in advance to
allow for optimization of the recruiting effort.

• The University has had trouble developing
successful interdisciplinary programs without
creating new departments.

• A problem of committee responsibility and
intramural communications was noticed in an
apparent conflict between University policy and
the admission of scholarship athletes in recent
years.

•Funding
n the long term, Rice is in reasonably

I good financial shape. The endowment
has kept a slight lead on inflation; the operating
budget has been balanced; and the dependence
on soft money for faculty salaries (e.g. the
Systems Grant) has been reduced. However,
the study suggests that the measures taken to
insure this economic security may jeopardize
the objectives of the Ten Year Plan with respect
to academic excellence.

President Kenneth Pitzer's Ten Year Plan was
intended to guide the University through the
1975-76 academic year, with Rice emerging as
one of the ten best schools in the country
in both undergraduate instruction and
graduate research.

Several assumptions underlying the Plan
have proved false. Student enrollment is above
predictions; faculty size is below. Tuition is
higher than expected; faculty pay is lower.
Inflation has exceeded the three percent
anticipated by Pitzer, and state government
funds for scholarship assistance have not
materialized. Also, research funding since 1967
has increased less than 10 percent while
monetary devaluation has measured about
30 percent.

The majority of Rice money for instructional
departments continues to go to the Science and
Engineering Division, although its share of the
total has decreased from 58.1 percent to 54.5
percent of the total in recent years.

Other findings concerning Funding include:

• During the last five years, the average
faculty salaries at Rice have declined
significantly, relative to salaries at similar
institutions. The Self Study reports that only
28 percent of the Rice faculty believe that their
salaries are competitive, while 29 percent
believe that their salaries are more than 10
percent too low.

• Since 1969 the Athletic Department has
shown a net loss. If net tuition income lost
through tuition waivers to scholarship athletes
is integrated into operating expenses at the
average rate for all students, the loss exceeds
$450 thousand per year.

• Tuition to scholarship athletes (about eight
percent of the undergraduate population)
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currently represents 26 percent of the total
tuition scholarship aid the University
gives undergraduates.

• Staff salaries are on the whole below those
of local universities or for comparable
non-academic employment in the Houston area.

Excellence

the longest and most substantive
portion of the Academic Self Study

focuses on excellence. It looks into student
admissions and student achievement, at the
character of the faculty and the quality of
Rice's programs.

While pointing out that Rice freshmen are
now generally as qualified as ever, the study
cites certain trends that should be useful to the
University in future planning. Criticism is leveled
at the admissions policy governing scholarship
athletes, special quotas, and special
administrative policies (e.g. those governing
admission of faculty and staff children). Very
interesting data is provided regarding the
comparative qualifications of male v. female
and in-state v. out-of-state applicants.

The Committee report uncovers correlations
between students' prior academic achievement
and College Entrance Examination Board
(CEEB) scores and their class standing upon
graduation from Rice. It also notes that Rice
seniors tend to have better scores on the verbal
and quantitative portions of the Graduate
Record Examination (GRE) than do the students
admitted to Rice graduate schools.

Findings of the report concerning admissions
suggest that "freshmen selectivity places
practical constraints on any future growth in
the size of the student body."

Most faculty members judge the quality of
Rice students to have "stayed the same" during
their tenure here. One in three, however,
indicates a belief that student quality has
"deteriorated somewhat." These facts are (at
least superficially) contradictory to the upward
trend in student grades during recent years,
since the faculty itself sets the grading
standards. This, says the report, is likely an
outgrowth of "a de facto impression among
faculty members that grading policies (in the
past) were unnecessarily harsh."

Whatever changes (if any) in grading
standards, Rice seniors continue to excell on
standardized tests, scoring well above the
national mean in all categories of the GRE, on
the Medical College Admission Test and the
Law School Admission Test.

The quality of Rice's graduate programs (as
compared to its undergraduate programs) is
something of a question. The 1969 American
Council of Education "reputational'' report on
graduate programs indicated that in terms of
faculty quality, only four Rice departments
warranted national ranking; in terms of
effectiveness of the doctoral programs, five
Rice departments (the same four plus one)
were assigned national ranking.

Other selected findings of the report on
Excellence:

• The mean percentile scores of Rice seniors
taking the GRE during the interval 10/71 to 6/72
were: 89 percent (verbal aptitude), 90 percent
(quantitative aptitude),and75 percent (advanced).

• Entering graduate students at Rice generally
show mean verbal and quantitative scores below
those of Rice seniors, but show a higher mean
score on the advanced exam.

• A study of six graduating classes (1967-72)
shows that 84 percent of the freshmen admitted
ultimately receive Rice degrees.

• The average CEEB scores of Rice freshmen
have declined slightly over the past few years,
paralleling a slight drop in the national norms.
Applicants who are accepted and then decline
admission show higher average CEEB scores
than those who choose to enter Rice.

• Scholarly activity among the Rice faculty
seems to reflect the "star system," most
departments showing less than uniform
distribution of publication activity.

• "The George R. Brown [Teaching Award]
program has contributed significantly to the
quality of education at Rice."

• Regional and divisional quotas "impose
artificial constraints upon the academic quality
of the Rice student body."

• The past three years have seen a sharp
decrease in the number and percentage of
assistant professors, with corresponding
changes in the tenure ranks.

Uniqueness
II university environments consist of
the same basic components; it is the

interaction among these components that gives
a university its special character." This section
of the Self Study properly focuses on student
and faculty attitudes toward the University,
their educational goals, and Rice's interaction
with the Houston community.

Rice's residential college system is
applauded. The report indicates that the
implementation of the system has encouraged
the learning process through college courses
and extracurricular activities; resident and
non-resident college faculty associates have
provided personal interaction between students
and faculty; and, in general, the residential
college system has encouraged the
development of a strong sense of community.

According to the study, undergraduates have
well-defined ideas regarding the best devices
and environments for learning, and are generally

satisfied with Rice as an academic institution.
However, students (and many alumni) express
dissatisfaction with their college life outside the
classroom. "Students are positive about
regulations applying to their activities but feel
somewhat excluded from decision-making at
all levels"; this despite a strong tradition of
student government, enhanced by the college
system. A majority of the undergraduates also
indicate that personal and religious counseling
at Rice are inadequate.

Although a large majority of the faculty feels
that Rice provides "a stimulating environment
for teaching and other scholarly research," the
report also indicates that most faculty members
"would be receptive to offers from other
institutions at similar rank and salary."

Other selected findings concerning Uniqueness:

• Houston community interviews indicated:
In the opinion of many community leaders in the
metropolitan area, "quality and excellence are
Rice's outstanding characteristics"; "Rice is
valuable to the community (statements about
its value often make reference to science and
technology)"; and "Rice is somewhat isolated
and not sufficiently involved in public affairs
(though this is improving)."

• The pass-fail option encourages students
to take a broad range of courses.

• A majority of the faculty feel that
"de-emphasizing the graduate programs would
be detrimental to the University," though they
give a higher ranking to their department and to
the University as a whole in undergraduate
as opposed to graduate programs.

• Faculty members believe that teaching has
improved in recent years.

• Academic advising is "extremely
decentralized and uneven."

• The faculty feel that Rice would profit from
a de-emphasis of athletics; alumni support
athletics with some clear reservations; and
undergraduates are evenly divided on the issue.

"All university environments consist of the
same basic components; it is the interaction
among these components that gives a
university its special character."
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.Service
n the past, Rice has often been accused
of ignoring much of the local community,

its interests, and its problems. This attitude
continues in much community opinion, according
to Self Study surveys. "People more closely
aware of activities at Rice, however, cannot
help but be aware of the University's continually
growing involvement in the life of the community
through the kinds of services described in
this chapter."

The Fondren Library, the Institute for
Computer Services and Application (ICSA), the
Rice Media Center, and the various special
community services of the University are
outlined and examined.
Complaints about Fondren, "probably the

most important service agency of the
University," are relatively few. Library holdings
are judged "presently adequate to meet the
primary needs of virtually all academic
departments." Still, substantial concern is
indicated over recent cutbacks in Fondren's
operational budget.

Criticism of the ICSA is "extensive and
touches virtually all aspects of its operation
despite the fact that ICSA maintains well-
developed procedures for self-evaluation."
Notably, the campus community expressed a
general awareness that the ICSA staff is
overburdened and that the role of ICSA has not
been clearly defined with respect to priorities
of the University for support of education,
research, or administrative needs.

The Media Center, "a major public service of
the University," is commended for "expert
consultation and teaching,'- both within and J
outside the academic community.

Other significant findings of the section:

• At least 97 current members of the faculty
are active as consultants to business or industry.

• Rice is pursuing grants and contracts from
most of the available sources.

• A number of academic departments have
major courses or graduate study programs that
provide useful services outside the
Rice community.

• Virtually all basic services of Fondren
Library are available to the general public.

• While Fondren expenditures for new titles
is decreasing, the number of new titles is
increasing and their cost per unit is increasing.
Budget cutbacks could "severely limit the
usefulness of the collection" for graduate
studies and research efforts.

• Resolution of current ICSA problems "may
require increased annual expenditures, unless
a more limited charge is assigned to the
computer center."O

Self-Study reports available
The Self-Study Office has a limited number

of extra copies of the Academic Affairs
Committee report. The report deals in detail
with academic aspects of the University and is
available to those who show interest. Just fill
out this form, together with your name and
address, and send it to F.C. Michel, Space
Physics and Astronomy, Rice University,
Houston, Texas, 77001. Requests will be
handled on a first-come, first-serve basis.

Please send me_copies of the Academic
Affairs Committee report.

Name Class 

Address 

City State Zip 

a rice
by any other

By Neal Lacey, Jr.

In February of this year, I received a notice
from the Internal Revenue Service requesting
that my records and I appear, at a specific time,
for an audit. Among other things, this would
involve an examination of my charitable
deductions. Since my tax return, like President
Nixon's, was prepared by a third party, he (my
accountant) was also invited to appear.

I might add, as a sidelight, that my accountant
is a great admirer of Rice, although he has
expressed reservations at times about certain
activities ... in other words, whenever a situation
at Rice seems to him a violation of good form
and etiquette, he gives me hell.

When we finally appeared at the Dallas office
of the IRS, we got down to business in short
order. Within the category of charities, we
seemed to be dealing successfully with each
item until we got to the heading
"Rice University."

At this point, the examiner abruptly left the
room, returning with a thick directory which, he
explained, was a listing of all eligible charities
in the United States. The examiner leafed
through to the "R" s; somehow, there was no
listing for a "Rice University." I suggested we
try the real, corporate nomenclature: William
M. Rice University. Again, no listing.

My accountant and I beat a hasty retreat from
the Revenuer's offices. My accountant was
hugely enjoying the situation: Not only had our
examiner never heard of Rice, but, in trying to
verify its existence, he had found that—insofar
as the Federal Government was concerned—
the University did not exist.

In desperation, I called the Office of the
Treasurer at Rice. Could he help me prove I was
honest, and that Rice did exist? The gentleman
there was incredulous, but cooperative; he

assured me that there was a letter classifying
Rice as a legitimate private charity. He sent
me a copy for the IRS.

This seemed to mollify the bureaucrats, but
Rice was understandably concerned that there
might be others, like me, who could run into
trouble for their generosity to the school. So
they set free their dogs (in this case, Baker and
Botts, Attorneys) to find out what was going on.

Some ten days after I called the Treasurer's
office, I received the following:

Dear Mr. Lacey:

After our March 14,1974 phone
conversation, our attorney examined the
Internal Revenue Service listing of
organizations qualifying for deductible
charitable contributions. I am enclosing
a photocopy of copy furnished us by our
attorney showing the listing for Rice
University. Please notice that in the third
column of this photocopy (P. 463) the
listing is Marsh Rice University, William,
Houston, Texas. With the listing such as
it is, it is certainly understandable that
neither you nor the Revenue agent were
able to locgte it..

Yours very truly,
D. D. Lovell
Assistant Secretary

The Federal Government, in its many parts,
often operates in strange and wonderful ways.o

Neal Lacey, Jr. '52, is a member of the Association's
Executive Board.
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The Sewall House:
A question of responsibility

When Blanche Harding Sewall passed away, she left her River Oaks

home and property to Rice. A year later, a Houston Post story accused

Rice of wrecking the once-beautiful mansion through neglect.

By Steve Jackson and
Stephen F. Barnhill

For years, Cleveland and Blanche Harding Sewall
(1 7) owned one of Houston's finest homes. Set on
six acres of choice River Oaks property at 3452
Inwood, the Sewall house was a focal point of
Houston society in the 1930's. Conceived and built
in the Spanish vogue of a decade earlier, furnished
with art and antiques from around the world, it
hosted dinners, parties, and concerts. The grounds
were beautiful; the formal gardens were the pride
of the River Oaks Garden Club.

But the Sewall's day is gone. The house is now
Rice's—the last gift of a benefactress who had also
endowed two professorships and the $3.75 million
Cleveland Sewall Hall, completing the Academic
Quadrangle in 1971.

And in the last month the Sewall house has
brought Rice only grief. The University has been
grilled, both in the Post article and in the public
mind, for everything from financial ignorance to
dishonoring the dead. For, while the Post charged
that the house had been desecrated and vandalized
to the tune of $500,000, many interpreted Rice's
apparent neglect of the once-beautiful and now
perhaps historical home as simply another sign
that Rice is interested only in money.

Cleveland and Blanche Harding Sewall built
their home in 1925-26. The architect, Ralph Adams
Cram of Boston (designer of the original buildings
of the Institute), was selected because of the
Sewalls' respect for him both as an architect and
as an individual.

Local supervisor and associate architect for the
project was Stayton Nunn '21, then with the
Houston firm of William Ward Watkin. Watkin was
then chairman of Rice's Department of Architecture
and an associate of Cram and Ferguson.

"The Sewalls had discriminating tastes and the
money to see that those tastes were satisfied," says
Nunn. Copies of letters found at the house show
that Cleveland Sewall followed the construction
closely, firing off an indignant epistle when
workmanship or materials were unsatisfactory, or
a letter of praise for good work.

Nunn, an instructor in architecture at Rice from
1928 to 1942, terms the style of the Sewall home
"P. D. S. Spanish" —"pure as the driven snow."

During the 1920's, Spanish architecture enjoyed
a vogue in parts of the South and West. And the
Sewalls were purists. The hardware, the ironwork,
the tiles, the teak floor and carved pillars, even the
use of copper and iron rather than steel —"the
house is genuine," says Nunn.

"What we often call Spanish today is usually a
bastardization," he continues. "Not this house.
When I saw Ralph Cram in 1931, he remembered
the Sewall house better than he remembered
the Institute."

The original cost of the house is unknown. "Over
$100,000 in 1925," suggests Nunn, "and that's a
conservative estimate. That might only have
covered construction costs."

THE MUSEUM THAT WASN'T
Eight years after her husband's death in 1942,
Mrs. Sewall announced that in his memory she
wished to turn the home into a museum of Hispanic
and Latin American arts and crafts. It would have
opened in 1955.

The new River Oaks Property Owners Association
(ROPA) filed suit to block this. ROPA claimed that
River Oaks property restrictions, allowing only
single-family residential buildings, applied to the
Sewall estate.

Mrs. Sewall was not then a member of ROPA;
had she been willing to go to court, she might have
won the decision. But she did not choose to do so.
Instead, she joined the ROPA, thus subjecting her
property to restrictions governing the type, style,
cost and placement of improvements. These
restrictions remain in force today.

In May, 1973, Blanche Harding Sewall passed
away. Her will left the Sewall house and property
to Rice University. The furnishings and art in the
house were left to a Sewall project, the Houston
Art Library, with the condition that all material, as
well as books and art objects then held by the
Library, would be offered to Rice. Texas Commerce
Bank was named as executor of the estate.
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Structurally, the house is sound.

Dr. William Caulfield, associate professor of fine
arts, visited the house in June, 1973. He wrote that
he was "mightily impressed" with the house and
its contents: "... if one may judge a person by her
home and possessions, Mrs. Sewall was a woman
of uncommon taste and character— and the proper
handling of the art and furniture in her estate will
require no mean committment by the University in

terms of time, space, money and imagination."

As it happened, much of the collection was
disposed of by the University, in accordance with
provisions of the bequest. Much, though, was
retained. The collection, which includes antique
walnut furniture, paintings, sculpture and several
magnificent tapestries, as yet has no permanent
home; for the time being, it is stored in Sewall Hall.

A MATTER OF DISPUTE
For six months following Mrs. Sewall's death, Miss
Louise Franklin, her companion of some twenty
years, and two servants remained in the home
while Rice removed valuable Sewall belongings.
They left in December, 1973.

The condition of the house and grounds at that
time is a matter of dispute. Miss Franklin has said
that the place was in fine condition. Rice staff
members who visited the house during the six-
month interval say otherwise.

Thomas Zimmermann, music librarian who mad(
six trips to the house for Fondren Library, says that
"it had been allowed to run down. The floors were
stained and the gardens overgrown. The house had
not been well kept up."

An appraisal of the house and property made
immediately after Mrs. Sewall's death advised the
executor and the University that the house needed
work. "Renovations and modernization for current
market appeal would require expenditures well in
excess of $100,000," wrote appraiser Robert
Gonsoulin Jr. The house and garage/servants'
quarters, he continued, are "non-contributory to
the value of the property" due to their location and
condition. 'The highest and best use of the subject
is considered to be as two or three vacant high
quality building sites with removal of existing
improvements."

Acknowledging the appraisal and aware that
restrictions forbade other than single-family
residential developments, the Rice Board of
Trustees decided at their January 24th meeting to
put the Sewall property up for sale at $6 / square
foot. No provisions were made for supervising the

house and grounds; representatives of Rice and
the bank were still making frequent trips to
the property.

In early March, however, when representatives
would no longer be making such trips, Texas
Commerce Bank engaged the services of the River
Oaks Police Department to perform "special police
and security" services. According to the bank trust
officer, Michael Hord, this was done pursuant to
bank policy regarding such matters.

"We talked to several security companies and
they all had about the same rates. We picked the
ROPD because they were right out there and might
do a better job," says Hord. "At that time," he says,
"there had been no vandalism whatsoever."
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Hord's understanding was that ROPD
maintained a special security force for such jobs;
that the house would be checked eight times daily.
The bank paid $50 monthly for the service.

R. O. P. D. WATCHES "HAUNTED HOUSE"
River Oaks Police Chief Pat Golden tells a
different story. According to Golden, "the bank
called us and asked if we could keep an eye on the
place. We're understaffed, but it didn't seem like
too much trouble. It did seem that River Oaks
should get something out of it, though." The $50
figure was arrived at by Golden in conference with
ROPA manager Charles Almy; "we'd never had a
job like this before."

As to the amount of surveillance the house would
receive: "There is absolutely no way we could
check the place eight times a day.. . five, maybe."

Security checks on the house were no easy job,
says Golden. "The grass was knee deep and the
walks were overgrown. The house isn't visible from
the street [Inwood] so we would have to drive in and
walk around in the stuff." Another difficulty in
surveillance is that the property abuts the golf
course — an easy exit for prowlers.

At any rate, word began to spread that the house
was vacant. The unkept grounds were an invitation.
According to a local youngster, the overgrown
driveway was a popular "parking" spot for late-
dating students. The Sewall home became known
locally as "the haunted house."

During March and April, the ROPD apprehended
several young persons in the house, as well as one
enterpreneur who drove his pickup truck by to see
what he might find. By April, Golden says,
Houston schoolteachers were phoning him to
request that their classes be allowed to tour the
haunted house. (At no time, incidentally, did the
residents complain to ROPD about the situation).

On about May 1st, Chief Golden informed Texas
Commerce Bank that ROPD could not adequately
patrol the area and recommended that a full-time
security guard be hired. The bank informed the
ROPD chief that a full-time guard would cost $2500
per month and that the bank was unable to pay for
such service. They asked that the police continue
their surveillance.

When the bank informed Rice of the ROPD's
problems, a crew of Rice workmen went out to mow
the lawn and board broken windows. The bank had
chains and locks placed on doors and on the front
gate. ROPD was not given a gate key.

This made it necessary for police officers to climb
the fence and walk to the house in order to check it.
This is not an enjoyable task, especially at night—
and there is some question as to how often the
effort was made. But ROPD did not request a key.

At one time, ROPD did find the gate broken open.
They reported this fact to the bank and the lock
was replaced.

On June 29, 1974, the Sewall house entered the
public domain. That morning, page one of Section
AA of the Houston Post featured a story on the
"destruction" of the Sewall house. The story began:

"An heirless widow left her stately River Oaks
home to Rice University. Just one year later the
once elegant home has been wrecked by vandals. . ."

The story continues in that vein for nearly a
page. It paints a picture of total chaos: "Fire
hoses. .. wind like serpents down the stairs . . .
every mirror in the house is smashed ... papers
strewn around. .. desecrated by vandals and
tramps living in the house."

The Post quoted Louise Franklin, now living in
San Antonio:". .. the house and grounds were in
perfect condition until the time of Mrs. Sewall's
death.. . everything was kept in good condition
through December of '73," when Miss Franklin moved.

Houston builder Charles Leyendecker, who
toured the grounds with the Post reporter, Shelby
Hodge, was quoted: 'The people are perhaps not
aware ... of the dollar value of this house...
through neglect, they [Rice] have lost at least
$500,000."

Dwelling on the home's past elegance, the story
deplored its present "ruin," implying that Rice
was responsible.

During the 1920's, Spanish architecture enjoyed
a vogue in parts of the South and West.

Reaction to the article was immediate. Michael
Hord estimated he received "over a thousand"
phone calls. The bank immediately fired the ROPD,
hired a 24-hour security service, and ordered an
immediate cleanup of the house and grounds. The
lawn was mowed again, broken glass and paper
were removed from the house, and some outside
lights were installed.

Rice was also shaken. Here, too, letters and
phone calls were received. Probably everyone
connected with the University was accosted by
Post-subscribing friends: "What are you people up
to?" Letters ranged from the reasonably temperate
to the completely incoherent. Indignation focused
on two points: the present condition of the house,

The Sewall home became known as "the haunted house."

and the alleged intent of the University to raze the
building completely.

POST ARTICLE MISLEADING
The Post did not run a followup article, and no
other news media picked up the story. However,
from Rice's point of view, enough damage had
already been done to the University's reputation —
undeserved damage, in the opinion of many.

To appreciate the situation, two significant facts
should be recognized. First, the article
misrepresented the damage done to the house.
Second, the University was, in fact, working under
the assumption that the house was not of any
significant value, as per the June 1973 appraisal,
and that the expense of making the house
marketable would be a prohibitive $100,000.

How much damage was actually done to the
house? The Post quoted Leyendecker as estimating
a half-million dollars lost to "vandalism." On the
other hand, two architects who checked the house
for Rice after the article reported that the only new
damage was broken glass, costing an estimated
$2,189 to replace.

When estimates for the same job differ by two
orders of magnitude, something is very wrong.
The problem here was that the two estimates were
for different jobs.

Contacted by Sallyport, the builder Leyendecker
explained that his half-million dollar figure had
been a top estimate for returning the house,
grounds, and crumbling outbuildings to like-new
condition. The job, he said, might cost as little as
$100,000 —the original appraiser's figure. He
emphasized that he had not had time to make an
accurate inspection and appraisal. "A full cost-
study of the work required. . . could take a month
. I was out there for about an hour."

Unlike Leyendecker, the University architects
were merely estimating repair costs for the recent
damage to the house. They did not concern
themselves with the grounds or other buildings.

At Sallyport's request, Tom McKittrick and
Bruce Wallace, of the architectural firm of
McKittrick Drennan Richardson Wallace, visited
the property. Both previous estimates, they believe,
may be extreme. The damage due to vandalism
could be repaired for under $10,000. As to the work
needed to make the house liveable, that would
depend on the owner. Certainly the 1925 kitchen
facilities would have to be replaced; rewiring and
repair of heating and air conditioning systems
might also be necessary. Light fixtures and other
small items would have to be replaced.

Structurally, though, the house is sound.
Furthermore, the basement contains enough stored
tile to refinish the roof, should that ever be
necessary. Enormous stocks of the hand-painted
floor and wall tiles are there also. There is no
doubt that the house could be saved, were someone
willing to invest enough time and money.

The University, though, can afford neither.
Although both Rice and Texas Commerce Bank
officials who have visited the house expressed
their personal regret, they made it clear that the
University has no plans other than to sell the
property, and that, should the land be sold, the
house would probably be removed.

According to bank officer Hord, several persons
have shown interest in the house, but none has
been willing to buy the whole six acres in the face
of the River Oaks property restrictions. Thus, it
seems likely that the eventual purchaser will be an
investor who will remove the Sewall house before
reselling the individual lots.

A POSSIBLE OUT
But this is not the only possibility. Talking with
Mr. Charles Almy, manager of ROPA, Sallyport
learned that, in one particular, the bank's trust
department appears to have been mistaken. The
bank has been operating under the assumption
that the property could be subdivided into no lots
smaller than the original two-acre lots. These
lines pass through the garage on one side and
prohibitively close to the house on the other. Thus,
to divide the property would require their removal.

However, there is, in fact, no minimum size for
lots in River Oaks, as long as other restrictions are
followed. Should the Uhiversity wish, then, the
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property lines could be redrawn. The house would
occupy the middle lot, but the property lines would
avoid the buildings. New houses could be built
on the other two lots, and the Sewall house
would remain.

In this event, the house could actually become an
asset. It might be possible to find a buyer to whom
the property, with house intact, would be worth
more than the property alone. Thus, the University
could preserve the house and increase its profit as
well. But this is speculation.

If the house must be destroyed, though, there is
no reason why its distinctive architectural features
cannot be preserved. The tiles, the fireplaces, the
woodwork and ironwork— all could be salvaged
and sold.

Always, the problem is cost. If the bank or the
University continues to keep up the house, it will
cost between $30,000 and $35,000 annually. This
cost could be reduced if someone could be found to
live in the house until it is sold; the bank, in fact, is
presently considering such an arrangement.

TINSEL OR TREASURE?
Is the Sewall House an irreplaceable work of art,
or just a building? In the final analysis, the "value"
of the house, in an architectural sense, may be
purely a matter of taste. And tastes vary.

The original appraiser, Robert Gonsoulin Jr.,
flatly recommended that the house be removed.

Charles Leyendecker, who saw the house with the
Post reporter, thinks it should be saved, simply
because it could be made salable.

Architect Tom McKittrick also believes the house
is worth saving,".. . but only if someone is willing
to adapt their lifestyle to it ... it's not the kind of
house you see nowadays." He does not consider
the house either historically or architecturally
important: "it's just a nice old house. It has some
unique work, some unique spaces, but that's all."

Stayton Nunn, on the other hand, believes the
house is a "Treasure with a capital T." He says:

"I can see how one might consider that the house
does not add monetary value to the River Oaks
property—if one did not understand the nature of
the house, and its place in this region's history.
The very reason you cannot find houses like this in,
say, Barcelona or Madrid, is that they have fallen
in the name of progress. The same is true of those
built here.

"The house may not have dollar value, but it has
something else."

So the problem remains: for the University, a

conflict between idealism and expediency. And the

house stands— on $1.5 million worth of property—

too expensive to refurbish or maintain for long,

and too controversial to ignore.0

Public lectures scheduled
The Rice University Committee on Public
Lectures is now setting times and places for
presentations by guest lecturers during the
1974-75 academic year. At present, University
lectures planned for the year include
the following.

September 17, 1974 Kenneth E. Boulding
President's Lecture Economist; Educator.

Professor of Economics,
University of Colorado.

November 19
and 21,1974

Brown Foundation—
J. Newton Rayzor
Lectures

February 18, 1975
President's Lecture

March 11, 1975
President's Lecture

Howard Hanson
Composer; Educator.
Director of the Institute
of American Music,
University of Rochester.

Loren C. Eiseley
Anthropologist; Educator.
Benjamin Franklin
Professor of Anthropology,
University of Pennsylvania.

Derek J. De Solla Price
Historian of Science;
Educator.
Assistant Professor of the
History of Science,
Yale University.

Roll away that Procrustean bed, folk/.

Here come/The Amazing Chair of John I. Durbrow 77!

after changes we are more or less the same.
—Paul Simon, "The Boxer"

by H. Richard Weiner

Directions for this story: answer elements A
through C of The Question by cutting The
Problem into three pieces to fit in the holes
you knock in The Solution. Take the
Resulting Devolving Benefits and discard
completely. Rubbing the two droll
Postscripts together, read The Conclusion
as though it were a printed mantra.
Epiphany's terror is gone.

The Question: what is it that will accept you
(a.) sitting down, (b.) slouching and (c.)
fully recumbent?

The Problem: A. Students in freshman
architecture design lab have the option to
design a chair for their final project, the
results to be exhibited at Jury Week;

B. Alton Parks, freshman lab instructor,
limits each chairmaker to one 4' by 8' sheet
of plywood;

Figure 1

C. the expense and uncertain supply
of suitable upholstery;

D. expense of assembling chairs and
upholstering same.

The Solution: four slotted and tabbed structural
members can be combined by the user to
form either of two upright configurations
and combine with accessory slats to form
a rickshaw chassis/litter/coffin. Figure 1
shows the elements arranged as a parody
of the American Shaker chair. The
uncushioned plywood is suited to the
intransigent design. Figure 2 shows the
anhydrous bathtub array. In this display,
Pearl beer cans replace the Roman candles
Durbrow used originally; neither are
required for Resulting Benefits A through
C. Figure 3 shows the fully reclined coffin.
Nil nisi bonum.

Please note that each board is finished
on one side with a cotton floral pattern such
as might appear on a gingham dress and on
the other with a horrid Contac fieldstone
display. Either pattern may become the
outer-facing pattern, or the face presented

to the occupant. Thus the chair provides
a choice between flower and rock as well.

The Conclusion: the Durbrow Chair is not so
much a case of less is more, a current
sophistry, as one of little is numerous.

Admonitory Postscript: Durbrow has a model of
another chair designed to conform exactly
to its occupant's physiology. The chair
strongly resembles an inverted question
mark. So does the occupant.

Concluding Postscript to the Durbrow Chair: an
ottoman for the Durbrow Chair may be
constructed by taking six identical squares
of any building material and connecting
them so that each square has another
square attached at right angles to each of
its edges, and the resulting structure
encloses a space equal in volume to the
cube of the square's side. Any stable
position of the resulting figure will be
identical to any other. Plans for the ottoman
are available on request from the author.

H. Richard Weiner. former Sallyport editorial assistant, is
completing a master's thesis in the Department of English.

Figure 3
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Reverberations

Right tune, wrong key
I very much appreciate the care and
thoroughness with which you wrote the
recent Sallyport article about The
Shepherd School of Music, and the
excellent placement it received in
the publication.

I am obligated to tell you, however,
that I am concerned that the article
presents us as coming on a bit strong, as
being wholesale denunciators of almost
everything that has gone on before in
music education as well as instant
saviors. Please accept my apologies if,
in or interview, I did not adequately
qualify my remarks to you. I do
think I was intending a context to my
remarks— namely, that of pointing
out areas in music education which
needed attention and exploration without
simultaneously denigrating all prior
developments— which does not come
through in the article.
You did indeed capture the thrust of

what we hope to achieve; perhaps, not the
tone of the positive contribution we
hope to make.

In any event, again, we appreciate
your interest and support and the
coverage which this article will give
us. In the sense of the well-known
saying, it matters less that the tone
may have been wrong than that you
spelled "Shepherd" riglat!
Warmest regards

Samuel Jones
Director
The Shepherd School of Music

Great-uncle is watching

There is one small error in the very
interesting article on Mr. McCants' notebook
in the December 1973—January 1974
issue of Sallyport: the founder of eugenics
was Francis (not Richard) Galton. He was in
fact my great-great-uncle— and to think
that as an undergraduate at Rice I never
spotted his effigy!

J.L. Moilliet BA '31
The Jaylands
Abberley
Worcester, England

Post stirs up Owl's nest*

I cannot begin to tell you how shocked I was
at the article in the Houston Post regarding
the Sewall Mansion. Rice's negligence of
the estate is truly shameful.

Since the property was a gift, any income
from its sale is excess income for Rice and
I am certain that its sale price would have
more than covered the expenditure for a
guard. By your unwillingness to hire a guard
you have lost a far greater piece of the
investment than you would have had you
invested in its security.

*Please see "The Sewall House: A question of
responsibility," page 4.

I also find your disregard for the memory
of this woman and her years of effort in
maintaining this beautiful home to be
shameful. That you would ever consider
selling the property to a buyer who would
destroy the house is unforgiveable. You
seem to have no interests other than
financial at heart.

Rusalene Campbell BA '73
Houston

The June 29 article in the Houston Post
concerning the Sewall Mansion raises many
questions. Less than six months after the
death of Mrs. Sewall, a lifetime of work is
lost to ruins.

I hold Rice responsible for this atrocity.
An abandoned house in any neighborhood
is subject to vandals. Rice's unwillingness
to hire a security guard because it would be
"too expensive" is infuriating. Renting the
house until it was sold was an
obvious alternative.

This gross negligence makes one wonder
how many other similar cases of negligence
exist. I can guarantee that no one in their
right mind would ever leave such a gift to
Rice again.
... I can only say that [Rice] had better

clear this situation up; the Houston
Community is not prepared to support
such incompetence.

Pat Galvin BA '73, MAMS '74
Houston

The recent article in the Houston Post
concerning the Sewall house does indeed
raise many questions and has been a real
embarassment for Rice.

Atter the story, the Texas Commerce Bank
requested two architects to make a detailed
inspection. Their report states: "Only
permanent damage to house to date is
broken windows. The cost to repair house
has been estimated at $2,189 and this is
very insignificant when you consider that a
full-time guard would have cost in excess
of $15,000."

The report of the real estate appraiser,
dated July 27, 1973, states: "The placement
of the improvements and their present
condition are considered to render them
non-contributory to the value of the property
and subject to removal by a purchaser."

As both a professor and Director of
Development, I am particularly sensitive to
the immediate and long-range effects of
gifts, donor relations, and public relations.
In reviewing all the details of the Sewall
bequest, I am convinced that this matter was
handled with competence and in the best
interest of the University. I deeply regret the
abuse by the press.

William W. Akers
Assistant to the President for Development

The Association welcomes comments on
Sallyport articles or issues of the day in the
form of letters to the editor. Contributions
will be printed under "Reverberations" as
space permits.

from the
editor's
desk...
This issue of Sallyport is one which I believe
illustrates well the value of our publication to
the Rice community. Both feature articles in the
issue are of particular concern and
deserve attention.

Two University Self Study reports, one dealing
with academic and one with non-academic
affairs, were published last spring and can tell
you a lot about our University—about its beauty
marks as well as its blemishes—if you take the
time to read them. Herein, Sallyport looks at the
Report of the Academic Affairs Committee. We
hope that you find the summary beneficial to
your understanding of the University. Note that
copies of the study are available.

The second feature article deals with something
to which many Rice people are now more
sensitive than to the summer sun. The matter
concerns the home of the late Blanche Harding
Sewall '17—a home she bequeathed to Rice in
her will. The subject has been hot since a
Houston Post reporter, writing about Rice's
handling of the home, went off half-cocked on
page one of section AA, June 29th. The shot
(heard, apparently, 'round the state) may strike
Rice right in the pocket book of public opinion.

For those who called or wrote to us in this
regard, Sallyport offers a factual explanation of
the affair.

Alumni and friends of the University might
also take note of the all the programming
mentioned in this Sallyport. The 1974-75 year
promises to be a good one for guest speakers
and other campus activities.

One such activity, Homecoming, is scheduled
for Friday and Saturday, October 25th and 26th.
If you are interested in what a Rice education
is all about in 1974, don't miss this gathering.

The new staff of the alumni office, Executive
Director Carolyn Wallace and myself, along with
our mainstay, Assistant Director Martha
Murphree, will try to keep you properly informed
about campus activities and news of the
University. Sallyport represents alumni interests
and acts with the guidance of the Association's
Publications Committee, chaired this year by
Jim Bernhard '59. Let us hear if something
concerns or pleases you.

SFB

Best sellers at the
Campus Bookstore
June-July 1974

1. Gulag Archipelago, Solzhenitsyn
2. Guilty, Guilty, Guilty, Trudeau
3. Presidential Transcripts, Nixon (Ed.)
4. Science Fiction Hall of Fame v.I1 a,

Silverberg (Ed.)
5. The President is Smarter Then You Think,
Trudeau

6. Texas Monthly Guide to Houston, Coates
& Howie

7. Gravity's Rainbow, Pynchon
8, Houston: An Architectural Guide,

Papademetriou
9. Journey to lxtlan, Castaneda

10. August 1914, Solzhenitsyn
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News and
notices
Homecoming program set for
October 26th
"Changes in Undergraduate Education
at Rice" will be the discussion topic for
the six 1974 winners of the Brown Teaching
Award at this year's Homecoming gathering
in Hamman Hall.

David Minter (English) will speak on
"Curriculum and Requirements"; Harry
Deans (Chemical Engineering) will address
the issue of "Guidance and Counseling";
and Neal Lane (Physics; Space Physics and
Astronomy) will speak on "Innovations in
in Teaching." They will be joined by other
Brown Award winners—Sidney Burrus
(Electrical Engineering), William C. Martin
(Sociology), and Ira D. Gruber (History) for
a panel discussion and question-and-
answer session.

Classes involved in organized 1974
Homecoming activities will be those of
years ending in "4" or "9." Members of the
Class of 1924 will receive their 50-year
pins; the Laying of the Wreath ceremony
will be performed by members of the Class
of 1949, they being the 25-year
reunion class.

The tentative Homecoming schedule:
Friday, October 25, 1974

Class reunion parties—on
campus if possible

4:00 p.m. Thresher reunion—editors
and staffers. Scardino
Printing Co.

Saturday, October 26, 1974
9:00 a.m. Registration in

Hamman Hall

9:15 Laying of the Wreath by
Class of 1949

9:30 Awards: Hamman Hall

11:30 Class of 1924: lunch in
Cohen House
Other classes: lunch in the
Colleges
After lunch: coffee
and port
Campus visits

1:45p.m. Panel discussion:
"Changes in Undergraduate
Education at Rice"

4:00 Cocktails, honoring
older faculty

5:00 Buffet

7:30 Rice vs. Texas,
Rice Stadium

Bryan, Chavanne and Farish
named term Governors

Three distinguished Houston civic and business
leaders were recently named term members of
Rice's Board of Governors. The new members
are Josephine Abercrombie Bryan (Mrs.
Anthony Bryan) BA '46, Harry J. Chavanne BA
'33, and William S. Farish, Ill.

These three members replace E. D. Butcher
who is now one of the University's seven life
trustees, E. Joe Shimek and Jack S. Josey who
are now governor advisors.

E. b. Butcher

E. D. Butcher elected Trustee
Ernest Dell Butcher, BS '34, has been elected
a Trustee on the Rice Board of Governors.
A former Alumni Governor (1964-68)
and a term member of the Board since 1972,
he succeeds Jack C. Pallard, who becomes
Trustee Emeritus.

Born in Houston, Butcher is president of
American Chemical Lines, a director of the
Cullen Savings Association and the American
Growth Fund, Inc. He has chaired the Rice
University Fund Council (1971-72), and was
national alumni chairman of Rice's $33
Million Campaign.

He and his wife, Rosadel, reside in Houston
and are the parents of two sons, John Erwin
Butcher of San Antonio and Allen Dell
Butcher of Austin.

Department chairmen announced

President Norman Hackerman recently
announced the appointments of several
department chairmen. Frank Bearden and
Katherine Drew have been reappointed to
chair the departments of Health and Physical
Education and History, respectively. They,
along with Frank Hole of Anthropology,
Madeleine Raaphorst of French and Italian,
and James L. Wilson of Geology will serve
three-year terms. Chad Gordon has been
reappointed to serve a two-year term in
Sociology. Maria Teresa Leal De Martinez will
serve as acting chairman of the Spanish,
Portuguese and Classics Department.
Konstantin Kolenda will serve as acting
chairman of the Department of Philosophy.

RDA: Because architecture is
more than designing buildings

Architecture is designing buildings. Right?
Right. And cooking is making hamburgers.

The Rice Design Alliance was formed in 1973
by a group who believe that there should be
more to architecture than drawing boards. Its
stated purpose is "to increase Rice University's
involvement in the total Houston community by
taking the resources and talents of the University
beyond the campus walls and addressing the
problem of creating a humane, man-made
environment."

But while the RDA serves Houston, it can also
help the School of Architecture. Newest of
Rice's three divisions, Architecture lacks the
broad support and recognition generated by
years of history and thousands of alumni.

The RDA's varied program brings together
many different groups with one common

interest: "the built environment." Conferences,
meetings, and symposia attract both the
architects who design apartments and the
housewives who live there.

Featuring nationally-known speakers, the
RDA symposia have been especially successful.
Last year, land use and urban planning were
the topics; this year, mass transit was discussed.
This most recent symposium, titled "MA$$
TRANSIT—WHO PAY$?" was addressed by
Sam Massell, former mayor of Atlanta, who
implemented a very successful program in his
city, and Joseph Maloney, former executive
director of the Mass Transportation Commission
in Massachusetts.

RDA also enriches the student experience.
For the last two years, RDA has helped finance
the sophomore architecture field trip. It brought
Albert Alcalay, architect and painter, to campus.
(This was in addition to the star-studded
Architecture Lecture Series.) When Buckminster
Fuller visited Rice as part of the 1973-74
President's Lecture Series, RDA held an
informal gathering for members and students to
meet the philosopher-architect.

However successful these programs have
been, there's more on the way. RDA is less
than two years old and its membership has just
topped two hundred. Juanita McGinty, president,
expects more activity as the organization grows
and develops.

Next year's programs are now being planned.
The first symposium, entitled "A Future for the
Past," will deal with a timely subject—
architectural preservation in Houston. A winter
program will deal with Houston's bayous. One
topic discussed will be a plan to "unite" the
bayous into a net of parks and bike trails
covering Houston.

RDA's office in Anderson Hall is open to
anyone interested in the Alliance or its projects.
For more information, call x1397 or come by.

Mitchell becomes Director of
School of Architecture

On July 1st, 0. Jack Mitchell succeeded Alan
Y. Taniguchi as director of the School of
Architecture. Mitchell has been on the Rice
faculty since 1966 and served as associate
director for graduate studies in architecture
from 1967 to 1969. Since then he has
implemented the new Master of Architecture in
Urban Design program, spearheaded efforts to
redesign all masters' level programs, and
worked to improve student recruitment for the
School.

Mitchell took his Bachelor of Architecture
from Washington University, St. Louis (1954)
and his Master of Architecture and Master of
City Planning from the University of
Pennsylvania (1961). He has taught at Texas
A&M, the University of Houston, Auburn, and
Arkansas. At the same time, he has had a wide
range of professional experience with
architectural firms in St. Louis, Little Rock
and Houston. He has served on National
Council of Archectural Registration Board
committees and on the board of the Rice
Design Center and the Southwest Center for
Urban Research.

Taniguchi, who holds the Harry K. and Albert
K. Smith Professorship in Architecture, will
continue teaching at Rice as well as devoting
time to his architectural firm.
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Commission to study Self Study
Now that the Self-Study is completed, President
Hackerman has announced his intent to appoint
a Commission on Goals and Objectives to
examine its findings.

Those already appointed to the committee
include alumni Demaris Hudspeth BA '42 and
Gus Schill BA '55; staff members Richard
O'Keefe and Carroll Lynn; faculty John S.
Ambler, Adele de Souza Santos, Curt Michel,
and Charles W. Philpott; and student Marie
Alexander, president of Hanszen College.
Several other members, probably to include
representatives of the Governors, graduate
students, and friends of Rice, have yet to be
named. Dr. Hackerman will chair the committee,
with Provost Vandiver as his surrogate.

According to Dr. Hackerman, the committee
will be primarily a study group, looking at the
report of the Self Study Committees to see
whether the direction of the University has
changed—or whether it should. If the
Commission chooses to write a plan, that's up
to them. I won't discourage them, but I won't
encourage them, either. Plans can be
tricky things..

Seven grads receive
NSF Fellowships

Seven of the 525 National Science Foundation
Fellowships for 1974-75 were awarded to
members of the Rice Class of 1974. The
fellowships provide three years of support for
graduate study in sciences, mathematics,
engineering and economics. Each fellow
receives $3,600 a year for full-time study and
the recipient's place of study receives an
additional $3,000.

NSF Fellows from Rice are: David L. Denbina,
who will study chemical engineering at California
Institute of Technology; James R. Dobbins,
electrical engineering at Stanford; John S.
Heywood, geology at the University of Colorado,
Boulder; George Rodenbusch, engineering at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Lan
Shen, organic chemistry at Yale; Jeanne S.
Wendel, economics at Southern Methodist
University; and Richard S. Williams, physical
chemistry at the University of California,
Berkeley.

Three students from other institutions will
come to Rice for graduate study under NSF
grants. Gary D. Couples, from Texas A & M, will
study geology; Maarten Kalisvaart, California
Institute of Technology, atomic and molecular
physics; and Mary A. Tetreault, Sarah Lawrence,
will study political science.

In addition, 13 of the 1,859 Honorable
Mentions were from Rice. These students will
receive NSF support if additional funds
become available.

BEFS

BEFS: It's better than flying a kite

Move over, Ben Franklin. A Rice-designed
balloon is replacing your kite and key.

When Apollo 12 was struck by lightning during
its launch, the need for precise quantitative
information about electrical charges in the
atmosphere became apparent. The Balloon
Electric Field Sensor (BEFS) should deliver
new data on distribution of electric charges in
clouds and the manner in which they are
generated.

The research team of adjunct professor of
space physics and astronomy Arthur Few,
graduate student Hugh Christian, and
engineer Mike Stewart has developed an
aluminum-coated mylar sphere ten feet in
diameter. The instrument package with
transmitter rides inside. A balloon is both
safer and more accurate than kites, tethered
balloons, rockets or aircraft in measuring
electrical fields where peak values may run as
high as 1 million volts per meter. Thus the
entire system presents a conducting sphere
surface, producing lowest distortion of the
electrical field. It is also a useful design in
that the behavior of a conducting sphere in an
electrical field is predictable.

The balloon provides lift to the system, serves
as primary sensor and protects the instruments
from high and erratic fields encountered in
the cloud. Few comments drily, "BEFS should
be able to survive everything except a direct
lightning discharge; even in the event this
occurs, important information will be obtained
on the strength of the electric field just prior
to discharge."

Few expects the first flight into a storm will
take place about August in some airspace
closed to aircraft, such as Cape Kennedy.

Rice students' project wins
engineering award

Melissa Dayton and Martin Westland,
sophomore mechanical engineering majors,
won first prize in the Prevention
category of the Students Against Fires
Competition, sponsored last spring by
Students Competitions on Relevant
Engineering. SCORE promotes student research
to solve current societal problems through
engineering.

Dayton and Westland devised a railroad car
release system that makes it easy — and safe —
to switch a burning car out of a train. At
present, burning railroad cars must be manually
decoupled, which imperils railroad workers.
When burning cars are uncoupled and their
brake lines cut, all wheels lock, which makes
separation temporarily impossible. Fire can
spread to other cars during this freeze.

The Dayton-Westland system connects with,
but does not interrupt, the air brakes on the
train. A fire sensor gently brakes the train
when fire is detected. This alerts the
engineer, who releases the burning car by
pushbutton. Train wheels are left unlocked
during this process. The system is economical
in that it need not be on every car in the
train and is fully compatible with standard air
brake systems.

Rice students, faculty awarded
fellowships

Five undergraduates and one faculty member
have been awarded fellowships for study next year
for projects ranging from a Wanderjahr in Europe
to completing a book on aesthetics.

William C. Horowitz and Robert F. Anderson,
both active in Rice Players, have been named
Thomas J. Watson Fellows. Each Watson is worth
$7,000 and is designed to allow the recipient a year
of independent study and travel abroad. This year
71 fellows were selected from 140 candidates
nominated by 35 universities. Horowitz, a biology/
Russian major, will study the development and
activity of the theater in Russia and other Eastern
European countries. His research in Russia will
treat primarily the historical development of the
theater, while his study in Czechoslovakia and
Poland will concentrate on those nations' more
innovative theater.

Architecture major Anderson plans an
interdisciplinary study of theatrical and
architectural processes. "Architecture and mime
are both inextricably linked to human movement, to
expression and to understanding the psychology of
man. Mime is the purest three-dimensional
expression of the human character, and therefore, I
feel, is particularly relevant to architecture which
presently lacks just this understanding and
expression."
John W. M. Osborne received a Danforth

Fellowship to study modern British history at
Stanford. He plans to teach at the university level
after completing his PhD. Danforth Fellows receive
as much as $2,200 stipends in addition to
dependant allowances and tuition. Osborne is one
of 100 Danforth fellows chosen this year from 2,000
applicants. He was born in Kent, England, and
holds dual British-American citizenship. After eight
years in the U.S. Air Force, he married and enrolled
at Rice. Among his college activities are Baker
educational vice-president, head mentor, director
of college orientation and editor of the Baker Book.
He also plays on the soccer team and has been
elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Two students who speak fluent French have

been named Schlumberger Fellows. Established in
1972 by the Schlumberger Foundation, each
fellowship carries a $4,000 stipend to permit the
recipient to spend a year of study in France. Junior
Michael A. Peck will spend the summer as an
exchange naval student aboard a French frigate
before enrolling for courses in Paris. He is a
member of Pi Delta Phi honor society and a
midshipman in Naval ROTC. Patricia A. Norwood is
the first freshman to receive the three-year old
award. She will spend the year pursuing her
interests in music and French.

Assistant professor of philosophy Richard J.
Sclafani has been granted a fellowship by the
National Endowment for the Humanities. There are
about 250 such grants given nationwide. Professor
Sclafani will make use of the time he is released
from regular teaching duties to complete a book
entitled Art Theory: An Analytical Approach on
which he has been working. He will also publish a
number of essays on the theory of art he has been
preparing for professional journals.
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Houston Endowment funds
Graduate Business Schooi

Houston Endowment, Inc. has contributed $5
million to enable Rice University to establish
the Jesse H. Jones Graduate School
of Administration.

Offering advanced work in law, accounting,
and organizational analysis, the school will offer
a two-year course of study leading to the
Master's degree. Managerial training courses
will also be offered to Rice undergraduates.

Brown, Menil and Mellon aid
the arts at Rice

The Brown Foundation has added its aid to
that of the Menil and Mellon Foundations to help
support a wide variety of fine arts programs at
Rice. The one-million-dollar Brown grant is to
be divided into an annual contribution of
$200,000 for the next five years.

More than half the Brown grant will be used
each year to support instruction in studio and
art history classes. An increase in the Arts
Library budget will finance the continuing
acquisition of books and periodicals. The
remainder will be added to Menil and Rice funds
to support the Media Center programs in film
and photography.

The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has
endowed a professorship in the humanities
which has been assigned to the Fine Arts
Department for next year. A visiting Oriental
art specialist will be brought to campus to teach
Hindu and Oriental courses never before offered
at Rice.

The Institute for the Arts has assured the
University that the program of major exhibits,
lectures and films will continue for another five
years under the direction of Mrs. de Menil. For
more exhibits, the University plans to increase
the Sewall Gallery budget.

Finally, the Shepherd School of Music is
moving toward its fall 1975 opening under the
directorship of Dr. Sam Jones. All these
programs should improve the state of the
arts at Rice.

Knodel moves from basketball
to PR

Don R. Knodel, who coached the Rice
basketball team for eight years until his
resignation in March, now works as Public
Relations Officer in the Information Services
and Development Offices at Rice. His
responsibilities in this new position include
establishing and maintaining good relations
with news media, coordinating special events
with alumni, Development Office and other
University groups, and assisting the Office
of the President and Assistant to the
President for Development in presenting Rice
favorably to the Houston community and to
Rice's friends and alumni.

5 5o//1.04... 74,

Rice Women's Club announces
new leaders

The Rice Women's Club (not to be confused
with the Society of Rice University Women) is
an informal organization of Rice alumnae which
meets one Sunday afternoon a month during
the academic year. The group Was started in
1973 by Lucille Townley Graham BA '38 and
Sally Behr Echols BA '41 and now has 45
members.

Meetings are usually held on campus and
feature a program, refreshments and ample
opportunity to visit with one another and the
program speaker. Programs have included a
tour of the Heritage Homes in Sam Houston
Park, a screening of student films at the Rice
Media Center and a visit to Hilltop Herb Farm
in Cleveland, Texas. Club "business" and dues
are kept to a minimum.

Leaders for 1974-75 (they shun the title of
"officers") are:

Katherine Cameron Corscaden, '43,
Chairman

Anne Jones Brice, '70, Co-chairman
Margaret Austin, '37, Treasurer
Allyce Tinsley Cole, '53, Program
Chairman

Linda Summers Posey, '68, Program
Co-Chairman

The program for this year will include lectures,
music programs, and a visit to one of Rice's
co-ed colleges. All activities will be at Cohen
House at 3 p.m., unless otherwise specified.

September 8 George G. Williams,
professor emeritus of
English, discusses
"Remembrances of a Rice
Past."

October 13 A group from the Greater
Houston Civic Ballet
(Margo Marshall, Artistic
Director) will present a
lecture-demonstration.
Grand Hall, RMC.

November 10 Mrs. Marcella Perry of
Heights Savings and Loan
will discuss "Your Present
and Future Monies."

December 1 The Rice Chorale presents
a program of Christmas
music.

The Rice Women's Club
visits a co-ed college.
Details will be announced.
Patricia Keightley, harpist.
A tour of Bayou Bend, the
home of Miss lma Hogg,
and her gardens and
collection of early
Americana.
Afterward: breakfast
at Brennan's.

Dr. William C. Martin of
the Sociology Department
will discuss "Kulture, 1975.
Bus trip to Round Top, with
visits to Hackberry Hill

January 12

February 9
March 8

April 13

May 11

r,

(home of Harvin Moore BA
'27 and Elizabeth Poorman
Moore '38), Wyndale, and
the restored Stage Coach
Inn. The tour will run from
9 to 5; buses will leave from
the Rice Stadium parking lot.

All Rice alumnae are cordially invited to join
the Rice Women's Club. Call the Rice Alumni
Office, 528-4141, for more information.

Arts committee honors Dent,
announces Print-Making Workshop
The Association's Sub-Committee on the Arts
bid adieu to member Frank Dent and
announced the opening of an August 31
Print-Making Workshop when they met
June 26th at the home of Roy and Evelyn
Thomas Nolan in Houston.

Twenty alumni looked on as the Frank Lloyd
Dent Scholarship in the Arts was announced.
The award, totaling $1053.50, will be
presented to a Rice student in the arts. It was
made possible by alumni and friends of the
University wishing to honor the Alumni
Association's outgoing Executive Director
while furthering development of the Arts at
Rice. Over 100 persons contributed to the
Scholarship Fund; all were listed on a framed
scroll presented to Frank at the gathering.

Frank Dent poses with the presentation scroll.

The Print-Making Workshop, sponsored by
the Sub-Committee, will take place at Rice
and will feature an opportunity for all
participants to make their own prints.
Professors Walter Widrig and Dadi Wirz will
conduct lecture/demonstration seminars on
the history and techniques of print-making.
Workshop participants may also examine the
University's print collection and the Stanley
William Hayter Exhibit in the Sewall
Gallery. A full day's activities will conclude
with an informal gathering and refreshments
in the Sewall Gallery foyer.

Promotional brochures sponsoring the Print-
Making Workshop have been mailed to all
Houston area alumni. Others wishing
information may call or write the Alumni Office.
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UW meeting scheduled

therine Shannon '38, new president of the

ciety of Rice University Women, presided

er the SRUW's board meeting July 15th.

ograms and activities for the upcoming year

re discussed.
This year's first general meeting will take

ce on September 16th at 10 a. m. in the

rand Hall of the R. M. C. Guest speakers will

lude Carolyn Wallace, Director of the

umni Association.

onversational foreign language
ourses offered

1
ptroductory courses in conversational French,
perman, Russian and Spanish and an

htermediate-level course in Spanish will be

ffered to the public in the evenings this fall

n the Rice campus.

All classes are tentatively scheduled for

-7 p. m. on Mondays and Wednesdays or

uesdays and Thursdays. However, if a change

kfillprove more convenient, classes may

)e rescheduled.

In addition to the two hours of classroom work

each week, students will have two hours of

supervised practice in the language laboratory.

..ab times will be flexible.

Introductory Conversational Russian. Classes

re tentatively scheduled for Tuesdays and

rhursdays, August 27th-December 5th. For

further information contact Mrs. A. N. Jitkoff,

lhe instructor, at 622-8188.

Introductory Conversational French. Classes

are scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays,
August 26th-December 4th, and will be taught

by Jean-Louis Menin, coordinator of the Rice
language lab. For information contact the

French Department at 528-4141, ext. 570.

Introductory Conversational German. Dr.

Piichard HeIt, assistant professor of German,

will teach the classes which are tentatively

scheduled for Mondays and Wednesdays. For

further information call the French Department

at 528-4141, ext. 570.

Introductory and Intermediate Courses in

Conversational Spanish. The classes are

scheduled for Tuesdays and Thursdays, August

27th-December 5th. Hector Urrutibeheity,

associate professor of Spanish, will teach the

introductory course which presumes no prior

acquaintance with Spanish. Joan Green,

assistant professor of Spanish and Portuguese,

Will teach the intermediate course which has as

a desirable prerequisite one year of high school

Spanish or one semester of university Spanish.

For information contact the Spanish Department

at 528-4141, ext. 664.

Tuition is $125 per course, including the cost

of texts or notes and the use of the lab. To enroll,

send a check for tuition made payable to Rice

University Office of Continuing Studies, Rice

University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston,

Texas, 77001.

Individuals interested in more advanced

courses should contact the appropriate

departments. If there is sufficient demand,

advanced courses may be offered.

Owlmanac 
Cartier-Bresson Archival Exhibit

385 photographs at the Rice Museum.

Presented by the Institute for the Arts.

Football Clinic for Women
Al Conover, his staff, and SWC referee

Vincent Buckley talk about college foot-

ball, the Owls and the '75 season. "R"

Room, 7:30 p.m.

Barbecue with the Owls
Delicious barbecue dinner for the Rice

football team, Rice alumni and fans,

sponsored by the Alumni Assn. $3.50

for adults, $1.75 for children 12 and

under. 5 p.m. at the Stadium—rain or

shine.

Print-Making Workshop
A full-day's activities focusing on the

art of print-making. Sponsored by the

Alumni Assn. 9 a.m. in Sewall Hall. $45

per person.

Notre Dame Trip
Deadline for deposits on the alumni

trip to Chicago and the Notre Dame

game, Oct. 12. Full payment due Sept.

11.

First day of classes

Stanley William Hayter exhibit

Opens at Sewall Gallery.

"Remembrances of a Rice Past"

Presented by George G. Williams, pro-

fessor emeritus of English, and spon-

Aug 13
to

Sept 15

Aug 14

Aug 25

Aug 31

Aug 25

Aug 26

Aug 26

Sept 8

sored by the Rice Women's Club. 3 p. m.

at the Cohen House.

Lyric Arts String Quartet
Sponsored by the Shepherd School of

Music. 8:30 p. m., Hamman Hall.

Sept 11

Football: Rice v. UH Sept 14

Rice Stadium, 7:30 p.m.

Society of Rice University Women

General meeting, 10 a.m., RMC Grand
Hall.

President's Lecture Series
Dr. Kenneth E. Boulding, economist at

the University of Colorado, will speak

at 8 p.m., Hamman Hall.

Sept 16

Sept 17

Football: Rice v. Cincinnati Sept 21

7:30 p.m., Rice Stadium.

One month from Sept. 26 the Rice cam- Sept 26

pus will be alive with alumni. It's Home-

coming, October 26.

Football: Rice v. LSU Sept 28

Rice Stadium, 7:30 p.m.

The Rice Players present the year's Sept 30

first production. to
Oct 5

Sallyport welcomes calls or letters

concerning University or alumni events
in Houston or anywhere. P.O. Box 1892,

Houston, Texas, 77001, 713-528-4141,
ext. 501.

Sallyport personals: better than a message in a bottle

Think of this Class Notes form as a letter to people you knew at Rice. Speak to them about

your life since graduation . .. and anything else you want to tell them is welcome, too. We

would like Class Notes to reflect the style, the interests, the causes and the ideas of those

whose paths crossed the Rice campus. Tell us what's important to you.

Name Class

Address ( new)

,
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ri Asks
mums
20-34
George R. Brown '20
received the Distinguished Citizen award
of the Rotary Club of Houston for his
involvement in scientific, business,
educational, cultural, and humanitarian
activities. Brown is a Trustee Emeritus
of Rice and chairman of the board of
Brown & Root Inc.

J.L. Moilliet BA '31
has left Imperial Chemicals after 39 years,
retiring with his wife to Worcestershire.
He will preside at the international
symposium on emulsions at London's
Brunel University this September, and
wonders whether other alumni will be
present to carry on the Weiser colloid
tradition.

Nadyne Zirbel Clark BA '33
is now working for Texaco in Denver. She
married Franklin Clark in 1940 and has
three sons, all graduates of the
Colorado School of Mines. Nicholas is
a refinery engineer with Standard of
California; Arthur is doing postdoctoral
research at the University of Washington;
Conrad is a patent examiner in Washington,
D.C. David Michael, aged 2, is the first
Clark grandson.

Christine Atkinson Guy BA '33
writes, from Mexico: "Now that the
children are grown and married I spend
most of my time in painting and playing
golf. Every now and then an old schoolmate
turns up here —1would love to see them.
Telephone number 21021—aptdo 536, San
Miguel de Allende, Gto., Mexico."
Christine lists, under "Honors,"
five granddaughters.

J.R. Imber BA '33
married Christine Flanagan in 1947 and
is now president and director of the
Fish Investment Corporation in Houston.
He has two children: Katie, now Mrs.
Frank Schuller, and Robert, a senior at
UT. Imber is a trustee of the St. Joseph
Hospital Foundation.

35-39
Dorothy Ruff Edmundson BA '37
was the subject of a feature story in the
Houston Chronicle after she won $15,000
in a Southern Living Magazine sweep-
takes—her husband, Eugene B.
Edmundson, had entered her name. The
Edmundsons plan to save their windfall
and may eventually buy a new home. Mrs.
Edmundson has been a school teacher in
Baytown, Texas, for the last 31 years.

Mary Beth Peters BA '39, BArch '40
has just been appointed visiting professor
of management and Director of the Program
of Management and Administration at
Chatham College in Pittsburgh. She will
continue her organizational consultant
practice. She reports "....son
Stanley is a fellow at the Institute for
Advanced Studies at Princeton. He is a
linguist. Second son, Patrick, is in
hotel management in Steamboat Springs,
Colorado. Third son, Steven (Steven
Peters BA '72) just received his
second Rice degree, Civil Engineering,
and is working for Pierce & Pierce,
architects. Fourth son, Michael, just
graduated from Deerfield Academy and
will go to Reed College as a Merit
finalist."

40-44
Patrick Conley BS '42
and Lucy Ann Webster Conley BA '42
are living in Manchester, Massachusetts.
Pat received his PhD from Harvard and is
now VP of the Boston Consulting Group.
They have three children: their two sons
are, respectively, a senior at Amherst and
a sophomore at Swarthmore, and their
12-year-old daughter "keeps us all young."

James W. Hargrove BA '43
has been appointed special supervisor-
manager of Lo-Vaca Gathering Co., a
natural gas distributor which has been
in receivership since last year. Hargrove
graduated PBK from Rice, working 22 years
for Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation
before joining the management group
which reorganized the old Post Office
Department in 1969. When he left the Postal
Service in 1972, he received its highest
honor, the Benjamin Franklin Service
Award.

James H. Elder Jr. BS '44
is now President of Anderson, Greenwood,
& Co. of Houston, a manufacturer of safety
relief, instrument and check valves for tne
energy and aerospace markets.

45-54
Malcolm C. Gillis BS '47
who joined the Standard Oil Company of
Indiana on his graduation, has been
assigned as Assistant Area Superintendent
at the Denver office of the Riverton
Producing Area. He had been working in
the Denver Division office.

Howard W. Martin BA '51, BS '52
is now Manager of Process Engineering for
Olin Chemicals in Stanford, Connecticut.
He was previously with Monsanto in Texas
City.

Lawrence E. Westkaemper BA '51, BS '52
has been named vice president and general
manager of the Engineering and
Environmental Control Division of
Rohm and Haas Co. After receiving his MS
and PhD from the University of Michigan
in 1955, Westkaemper joined the engineer-
ing department of the firm's Houston plant.
Promotions later moved him to Philadelphia,
back to Houston, and to Philadelphia again,
where he now lives.

Sammy M. Ray MS '52, PhD '54
received a "Distinguished Achievement
Award" from Texas A&M, where he has
taught in the Moody College of Marine
Sciences and Maritime Resources since
1959. He was awarded $1,000 and a
commemorative watch "for outstanding
achievement in research".

Robert M. Brugger MA '53, PhD '55
has been named a Fellow of the American
Nuclear Society for his "contributions
and leadership in the advancement of the
nuclear sciences." He is also a Fellow
of the American Physical Society, a member
of the Idaho Nuclear Energy Commission,
and a member of the AEC Advisory
Committee for Reactor Physics. Brugger is
presently manager of the Nuclear
Technology Division of Idaho's Aerojet
Nuclear Company, a manufacturer of
special-purpose reactors.

54-59
Sander B. Frindell BA '95
writes: "Another in a lor g series of
moves is in process for the Frindell
household. I have been in Michigan for
the past 22 months working as the

Regional Fire Manager for State Farm
Fire and Casualty in Michigan. I've
been promoted to Assistant Counsel
in the Executive Legal Department in the
corporate headquarters... thus we
are moving to Bennington, Illinois in
July. Have been with State Farm for 15
years, ever since graduating from Baylor
Law."

Richard B. Stephens BA '56
is the new executive vice president of
the Jacintoport Corporation, a subsidiary
of Louisiana Land and Exploration. He
will continue as corporate vice president
and manager of LL&E's land department.

Helen Harris Loiseaux '56
has been appointed Dean of the School
of Law at University of California at
Davis. She is married to Dr. Pierre
Loiseaux.

Barbara Forester Coleman BA '57
is El Paso's "Mother of the Year." Her
qualifications include her husband, Barry,
and five children.

John Roy Thompson BS '57
received the Master of Divinity degree
June 7th from Golden Gate Baptist
Theological Seminary. He is presently
pastor of the Valley Community Church
in Pleasanton, California.

Joanna Gurklis Overbaugh BA '59
has been appointed assistant secretary in
the regulatory affairs division of the life,
health, and financial services department
of The Travelers Insurance Companies in
Hartford. She received her JD in 1968 from
South Texas College of Law, and has
previously served as contract attorney,
attorney, and manager for Travelers. She
and her husband, Peter, live at 15 Glen
Hollow Lane, West Simsbury, Connecticut.

60-64
James R. Thomson BA '60
is now Director of Corporate Development
for Planning Research Corporation. He is
responsible for long-range planning,
acquisition policy, and staff development
for this California organization, a
combine of 22 professional service and
consulting companies.

Haskell N. Monroe PhD '61
will be visiting professor of history for
the summer semester at Emory University in
Atlanta. He will teach undergraduate
courses on the South in American history
and on the Civil War. Monroe is a professor
of history and assistant vice president
for academic affairs at Texas A & M.

R.B. "Buzz" Hoover BA '62
writes: "After a 2 1/2 year assignment
in Brussels, Belgium as manager-in-charge
of the U.S. Tax Department for the
European firm of Price Waterhouse & Co.,
my family and I moved to Denver in July
1973.1 am now the Tax Partner in PW's
Denver office."

Don C. Payne BA '62
is leaving Arlington after three years of
general practice to begin residency training
in psychiatry at the Institute of Living in
Hartford, Connecticut. His address there:
119 Mallard Dr., Farmington Woods,
Farmington, Conn., 06085.

George Robert Moore BA '62
writes: "After following my friends
anonymously for years I want to give you
a little follow up for the past several
years. In July I will finish my training
in Ear, Nose, and Throat Surgery at the
University of Virginia. My wife, Mary
Louise, and I celebrated our tenth wedding
anniversary in December. July 1st we will

move with our three sons, Mark (8), Thomas
(5), and Timothy (2) to Winchester, Virginia,
where I will enter private practice.

"I want to tell all my friends arid class-
mates hello. Our new address will be 422
Stonewall Ave., Winchester, Virginia 22601.
We hope everyone will look us up..

John I. Eskridge BS '63
was recently elected assistant controller
of Republic National Bank of Dallas. He
and his wife, Loretta, have two children.

Bill Alexander BA '64
reports: "Last year I married Rosemary
Schwetman of Waco. This summer I got
my PhD in Computer Sciences at UT Austin.
Next fall I'll be an assistant professor in
the Math Department at Boston University."

H. Randolph Bailey BA '64
and Lynn Russell Bailey BA '64
returned to Houston in July. Randy has a
private practice in surgery, and is also
associated with the UT Medical School at
Houston. Their son Will was born in
November, 1970.

Albert N. Kidd BA '64
is now Exxon's District Engineering
Manager for the Harvey Production District
in southern Louisiana and southern
Mississippi. Albert, Elizabeth, and their
sons Andrew and Robert are now living in
New Orleans.

Charles Palmer Lincoln BA '64, PhD '70
received his MD from the medical school
of the UT Health Science Center at San
Antonio. He is now in a surgery residency
at the University of California Affiliated
Hospitals in Los Angeles.

65-69
John B. Boles BA '65
writes: "My wife Nancy gave birth to our
first child, David Christopher, on
Thanksgiving Day, 1973. He has brought
great joy to us. I published America:
The Middle Period, Essays in Honor of
Bernard Mays in 1973. My first book,
The Great Revival, 1787-1805: Origins
of the Southern Evangelical Mind (1972)
is doing well. It was nominated for the
Bancroft, Parkman, and Pulitzer prizes,
but, alas, did not win. I have published
several articles, and continue as book
review editor of the Maryland Historical
Mazazine. Have just been promoted to
professor of history at Towson State
College, Baltimore."

Dorothy Camp Lennard BA '65
will be working in the emergency
department of the University of Washington
Teaching Hospital while husband Stan
completes his residency in general surgery
and continues research in surgical
infections at the UW School of Medicine.
They have purchased a home and plan to
live in Seattle, enjoying the skiing and sailing
and riding their quarterhorses.

Jan Lodal BA '65
and Elizabeth Vickrey Lodal BA '66
now live in Arlington, Virginia. Jan is
currently working for Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger as director of program
analysis for the National Security Council.
Having twice journeyed to Moscow, his
major areas of responsibility include SALT,
mutual bilateral force reduction, and
military policies.

Elizabeth is a principal at Chantilly High
School in Virginia. One of four female
secondary school principals in the
Washington area, she is responsible for a
600-student sub-school in the 2400-student
Chantilly complex. The Lodals' hobbies
include gourmet cooking, Oriental rug
collecting, and bicycling.
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Stephen B. Smith BA '65, BS '66
and Martha Kirkpatrick Smith BA '66
also live in Arlington, Virginia. Steve is vice
president and treasurer of ICF, Inc., a small-
but-growing management consulting firm in
Washington. D.C. Lately his work has
centered on helping city governments to
improve their financial management. He is
also a consultant in the real estate field.

Retired from her job as researcher for the
Department of Commerce, Martha teaches
music in nursery schools and serves as
co-chairperson of the Washington alumni.
The Smiths have two children: LiIli (3)
and David Kirkpatrick (6 months) — both
of whom love to streak. The whole family
enjoys bicycling.

Carolyn Cox BA '66
is an attorney in the Washington office
of Fulbright and Crooker. She has a
Georgetown apartment, but spends a great
deal of her time traveling for both
business and pleasure.

G. William Kennedy BA '67
writes: -Having evaded the tentacles of the
Rice Alumni Association for several years,
we have decided to re-establish diplomatic
relations ..." He and Joy Hodge
Kennedy '69 now live at 2424 E. Oakton,
#t4-F, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004.
Joy received her MLS degree from SUNY
at Geneseo, N.Y. in 1972 and is now head
librarian of the Ela Public Library in
Lake Zurich, Illinois. Bill received his
PhD in English from SUNY at Buffalo in
September, 1973 and is now an assistant
professor at the University of Illinois
at Chicago Circle.

Donald Quincy Lamb Jr. BA '67
has begun a European sojourn which will
take him to a conference in Oxford, to
Nordita, Denmark, where he will continue
his research in astrophysics and to
Trieste. Italy, for another conference He
will return to the University of Illinois
early in September.

Stuart A. Long BA '67, MEE '68
recently received his PhD in applied
physics from Harvard University. He, his
wife Judy, and daughter Meredith, will be
moving to Houston in the fall, where Stuart
will be an assistant professor in the
Department of Electrical Engineering at
the University of Houston.

Carol Starr Nelson BA '67
and Gary Nelson PhD '72
are now living in Pacific Palisades,
California. Gary is a project manager
for RAND. Carol is teaching Spanish in
Pacific Palisades. They have a one-year-
old daughter, Catherine Starr, and are
expecting another child in September.

Howard Weinert BA '67
will, as of September, be an assistant
professor of electrical engineering at Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore.

George Walter Bright BA '68, MA '69
has accepted a position as assistant
professor in the Department of Mathematics
at Emory University in Atlanta. He will
continue his research into the cognitive
effects of mathematical games.

Fred Paul Frenger BA '68
received his MD from the University of
Texas Medical School at San Antonio. He
is now a USAF captain and a surgical intern
at Keesler AFB Hospital in Biloxi.

Jett Ray Gibson Jr. BA '68
and Linda Wald Gibson BA '69
have now been living in the Washington,
D.C. area for a year. Linda is now director
of guidance at Holy Cross Academy in
Kensington, Maryland. Ray is stationed at
Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
beginning the second year of his
anesthesiology residence.

Colleen McGee '68
was elected to the City Council of Ann
Arbor. Michigan on the Democratic ticket
Fast April 1st. She also attended the NOW
convention in Houston this spring.

Martin E. True BA '68
is now a captain in the USAF, serving at
Dyess AFB, Texas.

Charles Morton Young Ill BA '68
received a PhD from Johns Hopkins on
May 24th.

Belton E. Allen BA '69
is now a lieutenant in the Navy, and reports:

. am now serving as an instructor in the
Computer Science Department of the Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California,
after three years at the Fleet Computer
Programming Center in San Diego, where I
developed a large-scale timesharing system
for the Navy. Special interests include my
9-month-old son, Patrick, and sailing with
my wife, Patsy, as crew.

Robert Francis Bonner BA '69
received a PhD from Johns Hopkins on
May 24th.

Alice Caldwell Bruce BA '69
received her EdM from Rutgers in May. She
is the wife of Bertram Camp Bruce, Jr. BA '68.

Rev. W. Clark Chamberlain BA '69
has received a BTheol degree honoris cause
from the Faculty of Theology of the University
of Montpellier, France.

Vick F. Giles BA '69, BArch '69
and Linda Lussier Giles BA '70
are still living in Houston. Linda has resigned
after four years of teaching at Westchester
Senior High in Spring Branch, and will return
to Rice this fall to work toward her PhD in
English. Vick has just been promoted to
associate with the architectural firm of
Neuhaus & Taylor. As project architect on
several hotels, he has had the opportunity
to travel to Saudi Arabia and Paris.

Susan Lee Kehm BA '69
received her MD from Baylor College of
Medicine last May. She will intern at the
Los Angeles County, University of Southern
California Medical Center.

Steve Frank Montoya Jr. BS '69
has graduated from the UT Southwestern
Medical School at Dallas and begun an
internal medicine internship at Confederate
Memorial Medical Center in Shreveport,
Louisiana.

Terence L. O'Rourke BA '69
formerly Assistant Attorney General of the
State of Texas and an occasional lecturer
in Rice political science classes, has joined
the law offices of J. Raymond Needham BA
'66. The firm will now be known as Needham
and O'Rourke, with offices in the Old Cotton
Exchange in Houston.

70-74
Katherine Watson Clapp '70
reports: "Well, I'm now with Stinnes Oil &
Chemical Company, a division of Stinnes
Corporation, which is wholly owned by
Veba A.G. of West Germany. lam the
accounting department for SOCO in
Houston, which makes for a very interesting
and busy job. The latest Sallyport makes
me wonder more than ever where everyone
is. Even though I live here in Houston,
and work nearby, I still have no contact
at all with anyone I knew at Rice, and I'd like
to reestablish some touch remember,
there were two Kathy Watsons from
San Antonio.

Rochelle E. Dennis BA '70
is now in an internal medicine internship at
New York Medical College-Metropolitan
Hospital after graduating from the UT Medical
School at San Antonio.

Charles D. Duncan BA '70
writes: "I am finishing my doctoral studies
in organic chemistry at Yale, and have
accepted a two-year instructor/ postdoctoral
position at the University of Virginia doing
theoretical and experimental elucidations
of organic reaction mechanisms. Meanwhile,

I have managed to grow my hair long, live
in the country, start to get serious about
photography, and spend as much effort as
ever learning what friendship is all about.
Surprisingly and for no obvious reason many
of the people central to my life are also
Rice graduates."

David M. Grant BA '70
has graduated from the UT Medical School
at San Antonio and is now in a rotating
internship at Providence Hospital,
Portland, Oregon.

E. Matthew Hoffman BA '70
and Lynn Preston Hoffman BA '71
continue to live near the Rice campus with
their dachshund "Dunkin." Lynn is a senior
medical student at Baylor College of
Medicine. Matt completed law school in
December, 1973 and joined the firm of
Baker & Botts this spring.

Joe M. Moody Jr. BA '70
is in a straight medicine internship at Bexar
County Hospital, San Antonio, after
graduation from UT Medical School there.

Dickie Phillips BS '70
has been named athletic director at St. John's
School in Houston. Phillips, holder of the
SWC pole vault record, will also continue as
head track coach at St. John's. Other Rice
grads coaching at St. John's include high
school principal and head football coach
LaMar "Skip" Lee BS '54 and head basketball
coach Darrell Halloran BA '72.

Paul Andre Pradel BA '70
married Mary Jean Muschany of Fort Smith,
Arkansas on December 22nd of last year.
Their address is 5219 Pitt Street, New
Orleans 70115.

Thomas K. Baker BA '71
has received the Master of Divinity degree
from the Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary.

Ford W. Hall BA '71
has been elected a banking officer of Texas
Commerce Bancshares, Inc.

Fred Haller PhD '71
will be directing the reproductive biology
lab as an assistant professor of obstetrics
and gynecology at Texas Tech Medical
School beginning August 1st. He is presently
an instructor in OB/GYN at Baylor.

Bill Maddox BA '71
writes: "After teaching Algebra II for one
year, I quit and started working with SIC
Credit Company here in San Antonio. The
first of the month, I was promoted out of the
collection department and into the position
of Loan Manager."

Allen L. Stark BA '71
and Carol Reynolds Stark BA '71
report: "Allen received his MD from Baylor
College of Medicine May 23rd, 1974 and
began a residency in psychiatry July 1st at
the Baylor Affiliated Hospitals. Carol is a
senior medical student at Baylor and is also
interested in psychiatry.
"We spent the time until July by first

canoeing down the Buffalo River in Arkansas
and then going fishing in Mexico. We are
also competing in Masters swimming
competition and studying karate.
"Coinhabitants of our home include four

cats, two parakeets, and eight aquariums."

Lee Straus BA '71
has been elected a banking officer with
Texas Commerce Bancshares, Inc.

Guy Almes BA '72
recently moved from Alexandria, Virginia,
to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

William T. Armstrong BA '72
writes: "Graduate work at the University of
California continues—the dreams and
idealistic hopes of Rice diminished, but life
is always active and challenging. Beyond
the endless schoolwork and research come
the Rockies—camping, climbing, skiing,
fishing, gold-panning (an alternative to
accounting, Ramsey)—a land of what America
used to offer more of (if all these tourists
from Texas would stay home). Don't worry,
sailing and diving will come again."

Pat Barnes BA '72,
Sharon Hott BA '73,
and Beth Rader BA '73
met this June in London for a farewell
dinner marking the end of their first year
in Europe. Beth, who has completed her
year as a Watson Scholar, is returning to
the U.S. to enter the Tulane Business
School. After working at a children's camp
in Le Bez, France, Pat will pursue French
studies in Avignon before leaving for
Houston at the end of the summer. Sharon
remains in London for the second year of
her Marshall Scholarship but will study
languages and travel in Europe during her
summer vacation.

Kathryn Ann Bone BA '73
was awarded the degree of Master of
International Management by the American
Graduate School of International
Management in Glendale, Arizona.

Nancy Cole BA '73
reports: "This fall I will begin a two-year
master's degree program in public affairs
at Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School. For
the past year I have been living in
Washington, D.C., and working on welfare
reform at the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Denise E. Root BA '73
became Mrs. James D. Bynum on July 26th.
They will be living in Austin, where she will
be working as a registered medical
technologist.

Service assignments
announced

Eleven 1974 Rice graduates who went
through ROTC courses here have
been commissioned officers and have
received their first assignments. Of
these thirteen, two chose the Marines,
nine the Navy, and two entered
the Army.

John Garner BS '74 and Mark
Buechler BA '74, both Navy ROTC
graduates, chose to commission as
second lieutenants in the Marine
Corps. They were sent to The Basic
School in Quantico, Virginia.
The remaining nine NROTC

graduates chose to commission in the
Navy. Dan Barker BA '74 will serve
on the USS Neosho, based in Norfolk;
John Bennet BA '74 will be the
Electronics Officer aboard the San
Diego-based USS Foster after
completing Surface Warfare school.
Jeff Crews BA '74 will commission in
July, and will enter pilot training
in Pensacola.

Nick Fowler BS '74 and Dan Frazier
BComm '74 both drew California
assignments; Fowler to the Civil
Engineering Corps and Frazier to San
Diego, where he will be a gunnery
assistant aboard the destroyer escort
Bradley. Fred Grimes BA '74 is
assigned to the Missile Test Division
aboard the guided missile light cruiser
Little Rock. Phil Keener BA '74 will
also be going to San Diego, as
Electronics Material Officer aboard
the USS Barbey.

Gary Philpy BS '74 will go to
Washington, D.C., to the Division
of Naval Reactors of the Atomic
Energy Commission. Doug Welty
BA '74, who is spending the summer
on temporary duty at Miramar Naval
Air Station in San Diego, will
commence Naval Flight Officer
training in Pensacola.

The two Army ROTC grads, T. Austin
Bay BA '73 and David P. Heino BA '74,
will both enter basic officer's courses.
Bay will go through the Armor Officer's
course in Ft. Knox, Kentucky before
going on to Airborne and Ranger
training at Ft. Benning, Georgia. He
will be assigned to the U.S. Army
Headquarters Training Center at
Ft. Polk, Louisiana.
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Deaths

Mabel Wilson Smart BA '20, MA '22
died April 12, 1974 in New York City.

Clifford L. Shive '28
of Fort Worth, died recently.

lone Spence Kirkham BA '30
died on April 15, 1974. She had been living
in the Far East and Pacific islands for some
time. She is survived by her husband,
Harold B. Kirkham, and daughter, Frances
lone Davis.

Forrest S. Crockett '32
passed away June 19, 1974 at his residence
in Houston.

James G.V. Dee, Sr. '34
died May 15, 1974. He was active in various
civic clubs and a member of the R
Association.

Henry G. Safford, Jr. '42
vice president of marketing for the Houston
Lighting & Power Co., died April 14, 1974.

He was involved in various civic
organizations including the Houston Ballet
Foundation and Civic Houston.

Dorothy Dayton Sellingsloh BA '44
died July 11th in Houston. A former
member of the Executive Board of Rice
Alumni and active in alumni affairs, she is

survived by her husband, John S. Sellingsloh
BA '44, two daughters and one son, all

of Houston.

Phyllis Randall Porter '52
passed away December 23, 1973. She is
survived by her husband George W. Porter
BS '50.

Jon E. Schnable BA '61
passed away in July, 1973.

Marguerite Rebecca Edwards
widow of the late Thomas Cooke Edwards

BS '25, died in November, 1973.

NOTEKOK

Twelfth in a series

The Shield of the Rice Institute

On the cornerstone of the Administration

Building and on the flags of the Institute are

two shields; one of the Rice Institute and one of

the State of Texas. The shield of the Institute

was designed by Pierre de Chaignon la Rose, of

Cambridge, Massachusetts, "who has
ingeniously combined the main elements of the

arms of several families bearing the names of

Rice or Houston. The problem was simplified

by the fact that the shields of some ten Rice

armorial bearings were always divided by a
chevron, always carried three charges, and

when these charges were not crow they were

ravens. Curiously enough, the shields of the

half-dozen Houstons who bore arms were always
divided by a chevron, while here again the three

charges were birds, and these were always

martlets. Accordingly it was decided to employ
a double chevron, and since neither the crow
nor the raven nor the martlet had any historical

academic standing, owls of Athena were chosen

for charges, and in the remarkable form in which

they appeared on a small silver tetradrachmenon

of the middle of the fifth century before Christ."

In making the original drawings for these
shields, Mr. la Rose had some difficulty in

fixing the color scheme. On 12 April 1911 he
wrote: "President Lovett of the Rice Institute
has commissioned me to paint two shields which

appear on the cornerstone of the first building,
and has sent me plaster models of the same.
The first is that of the Institute, the proper
coloring of which I know. The second, however,

Mr. Cram tells me is the shield of the State of
Texas of which neither he nor I know the
colouring. He suggests that you can give me

the necessary data. The plaster cast shows a

shield 'party prepale' (divided vertically) with

a 'chief' (upper third) thereon a star encircled
with a wreath of oak and olive. I assume that the

chief color is blue, the star silver, and the wreath

in natural colours. But what colours are the two

lower compartments of the shield. If you will
send me a rough pencil sketch of the shield

with the colours indicated both Mr. Cram and

I will be obliged to you."

Mr. William Ward Watkin, the local
representative of the architects, Cram, Goodhue,

and Ferguson, answered the questions

concerning the colors to be used on the shield

of Texas as follows: "This shield, as it occurs

in the common use upon state documents,

carries with it no indication by the use of
heraldic markings of the colour or metal of its

divisions. It is, however, adopted entirely from

the Texas flag, and consists of the national
colours, the disposition of these colours upon

the shield being party per pale gules and argent

with a chief azure bearing a star argent and

enriched with a wreath, as mentioned in your

letter. This wreath is entirely without heraldic

colour in its indications, and for purposes of

design entirely a matter of taste, and for the

purpose for which we desire this shield will be

most successful if, like the star, it is indicated

as being of silver."

With this information in hand, Mr. la Rose

prepared for President Lovett beautiful designs

of the two shields. The shields in color have

been used on the flags of the Institute. On the

cornerstone of the Administration Buildings

they are carved above the subscription.

The Academic Seal of the Rice Institute

The academic seal of the Institute was

designed by Pierre de Chaig non la Rose. His

first proposal sent to Mr. Lovett drew the

following criticism from Mr. Watkin: "Some

improvement might be gained by a broader

form of classic lettering, and increased size of

star and width of ribbon, but (I) believe that the

seal in its present form would grow very pleasing

after its parts become more familiar."

The seal, as first drawn, was like the seal as

finally approved with two exceptions. The first

design had the words "Letters, Science, Art"

on ribbon draped about the shield in such

fashion that the words fell parallel to the sides

and top of the shield, and a star and wreath were

centered above "Science."

The seal, as approved, eliminated the star and

wreath and shaped the ribbon to curve about the

shield to make the lettering, "Letters, Science,

Art," fit into a circle concentric with the outer

circle bearing the words, "The Academic Seal

of the Rice Institute."
To be continued ...
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A letter from Coach Conover

Alumni,

Have you seen next year's football schedule?
It's got to be the best one in the country with
teams like Houston, Cincinnati, Notre Dame,
L. S. U., Texas, Texas Tech and T. C. U. There
are those who say "how can you play teams like
that and hope to win?" Well, we do hope to win.
In fact, we expect to.

Looking back on the past two seasons, we have
enjoyed some success finishing 3rd in the
Southwest Conference last year and in a tie for
fourth the year before. The most important fact
is that we have made steady progress getting a
little better every year. I guess I'm a born
optimist, but I think we are going to have the
best talent that Rice has had in many a year. We
expect to be a contender for the top spot
this year.

I hope that those of you who have followed the
team in the past will continue to do so because
your support is needed very much. I hope that
you will purchase season tickets and join the
Owl Club. But if you can't, just being out there
on as many Saturdays as possible will do.

We must all pull together to keep Rice University
on top. I hope that with your help our football
program can do its fair share of the work.

See you September 14th when we play the
University of Houston.

Sincerely,

Al Conover
Head Football Coach

Look out, Notre Dame!
Here come the Rice alumni.

This fall, the Fightin' Owls will travel to South
Bend, Indiana, to square off against the national
champions of collegiate football, the University
of Notre Dame. The Association of Rice Alumni

Is this the year of the Owls?

wouldn't think of sending the Owls out alone
on a day like that.

So ... we've made arrangements for round-trip
air travel to Chicago and back. We've also
booked 50 rooms for two days at the Sheraton-
Chicago. Plans have been made for a cocktail
party with Chicago-area alums the evening of
October 11th, and for a bus ride to South Bend
the morning of the 12th. There will be a block
seating arrangement there for the game
Saturday afternoon.

After the bus deposits its load of excited
(because of the victory, of course) alumni back
at the hotel, travelers are free to sample the
night life in the Windy City at their leisure, and
may leave Chicago (if bound for Houston) on
either morning or afternoon flights.

The whole package (round trip airfare, two
nights at the Sheraton-Chicago, hotel/ airport
transfers, the party, the bus ride to Notre Dame,
and the ticket itself) can be had for $190 per
person, based on double occupancy at the

hotel. For those desiring a single room, the full
cost is $203. Neither figure includes meals. All
alumni and their immediate families are invited.

Braniff flight #144 (October 11th, 11:55 a.m.
departure) is ours for the Chicago trip; flight
#145 (October 13th, 5:55 p.m. departure) is
ours for the return voyage. If 15 persons wish to
leave on a different flight, though, we can make
arrangements. And if alumni wish to travel to
and from Chicago by some other means, we will
be glad to help with accommodations.

What the Association does need, right away,
is a $50 deposit from each person interested in
making the trip. This will secure the hotel
accommodations. Deposits should be in by
August 25th; full payment is due September
11th. A full refund will be made on reservations
cancelled by October 1st.

Let's not make the Owls face the Irish alone.
Drop your response in the mail today to:
Association of Rice Alumni, Notre Dame Trip,
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77001.

Alumni Individual Football Ticket Order Form

Name

Address

City and State

Zip Home Phone Office

Total enclosed $ Check Money Order

Please make check or money order payable to Rice Athletic Department and mail to:

Business Manager of Athletics
P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Tex. 77001

Be sure to include $.50 postage. Tickets will be mailed in late August or early September.

Rice vs. Played at
Day
Night Date

Grandstand End Zone Amount
Per Game

Filled 
GS EZ

Please Do Not Write
in this Space

Home Games

Houston Rice N Sept. 14 7.00 4.00

Cincinnati Rice N Sept. 21 7.00 4.00

LSU Rice N Sept. 28 7.00 4.00

Texas** Rice N Oct. 26 7.00 7.00

Texas Tech Rice D Nov. 2 7.00 4.00

TCU Rice D Nov. 23 7.00 4.00

Out of Town

Notre Dame South Bend D Oct. 12 8.50

SMU Dallas N Oct. 19 7.00

Arkansas Fayetteville D Nov. 9 7.00

Texas A & M College Station D Nov. 16 7.00

Baylor Waco D Nov. 30 7.00

TOTAL

POSTAGE .50

GRAND TOTAL

**Homecoming
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In this issue:

The Academic Self Study:
Rice from the inside out

The University Self Study is complete: a little
sunshine, a few clouds, and a lot of food for
thought. The complete report is a book, but here
is a synopsis deserving of attention. The full
report is available for those who want to know
more. Page 1.

A Rice by any other name

Some days nothing seems to go right. Neal
Lacey '52 was just trying to be a Rice guy, but
the IRS had a marsh of trouble waiting for him.
It's enough to give you the willies ... Page 3.

The Sewall House:
A question of responsibility

When Blanche Harding Sewall passed away,
she left her River Oaks property to Rice.
Recently a Houston Post article accused the
University of destroying the house through
neglect. That was just the beginning. The
Sallyport staff looked into it ... Page 4.

Reverberations, page 7.
News and Notices, page 8.
Class Notes, page 12.
McCants' Notebook, page 14.
Football ticket orders, page 15.
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